A SUMMERS REST
As the weather is starting to improve [hopefully], we can all start to look
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10:30am to approx 11:45 Service with special activities for
Children & young people in JAM (Jesus & Me).

forward to long restful days in the sun. June is the time that we can start
to look forward spending more time with family and friends. Our plans
can include spending time in the garden, taking the kids to the park, going

2nd June led by Wendy G
9th

out for the day or going away on holiday. Whatever our plans are for the

June led by Chris & Sandra Lemming

summer months, spending time with friends and family can be really
relaxing and restful. In reality the summer months can be far from

16th June led by Doreen Fathers day

from relaxing. For others just the thought of the long six week break from

23rd June led by Steve Short & Charlie Smith Communion
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school will bring its own worries and stress. Even going away on holiday
can cause stress and arguments between both adults and kids.
There is no getting away from the fact that the long, warm summer days

30th June led by Paul Dalhiem

can be far from restful and stress free. Just because the weather is good
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does not change our normal everyday problems and the worry and stress
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#
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they bring us. Problems like living on a low income, juggling child care,
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# # During school term time

The answer is simple Jesus said “Peace I leave with you, my peace I give

}
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work and family time or dealing with chronic illness do not just disappear
because the weather is nice. So how can we find a way to relax and avoid
stress during the months to come?

you. I do not give to you as the world gives. Do not let your hearts be
troubled and do not be afraid.” John 14:27
Jesus does not promise us a stress or trouble free life but what He does
promise is an inner peace that can survive the greatest trials of life.
And the most amazing thing is His peace is there waiting for you, all you
have to do is ask for it.
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relaxing. For some getting together with family and friends can be far
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